
Comments on a Proposed Semantics for BasicMessage Sequence ChartsPeter B. Ladkin1 and Stefan Leue21INRIA Lorraine, Nancy, France. Peter.Ladkin@loria.fr2Institut f�ur Informatik, Universit�at Bern, Switzerland. leue@iam.unibe.chIn [MR94], Mauw and Reniers propose an interpretation for a basic form of Message SequenceCharts (MSCs) [CCI92], based on process algebra and Plotkin semantics. They \use [the textualnotation for Basic MSCs] for the de�nition of the semantics" [MR94, Section 2.3]. They de�ne \thesemantics of a Basic Message Sequence Chart [as] the free merge of its constituent instances. By thisconstruction we enable all interleavings of the message outputs and message inputs" [MR94, Section5.2]. They also claim to be able to give (in other work) a \complete algebraic semantics for MessageSequence Charts" [MR94, Section 1].We have done more extensive work than reported in [MR94], summarised in [LL94] which theyreference, based on calculating the global states described by an MSC [LL92][LLar]. (For Basic MSCs,this calculation is very easy.) However, our attempts to compare their work with ours met with somedi�culties, which we explain here.� Firstly, the textual de�nition which Mauw and Reniers use does not su�ce to describe BasicMessage Sequence Charts. In [LL95] (also included in [LL92]), we give an example of two di�erentgraphical Basic MSCs which have di�erent sets of allowed executions, but which nevertheless havethe same representation in `textual notation'. This shows that the textual representation does notsu�ce to describe Basic MSCs; prima facie, Mauw and Reniers are giving a semantics to a trivialprogramming language and not to the graphical Basic MCSs, as they claim.� Secondly, we are uncertain as to what Mauw and Reniers consider to be the meaning of Basic MSCs.Their paper says the following. The semantics is given by taking the \free merge of [..] constituentinstances, [enabling] all interleavings of the message inputs and outputs" [MR94, Section 5.2].Translating into English, and conforming with their example in Section 5.3, they describe \theinterpretation of this [Basic MSC] " in terms of the allowable temporal orderings of message sendsand receives. Hence, they are considering a straightforward ordering semantics. They also givea deductive calculation of such an ordering for their example. But calculating the interleavings ofa Basic Message Sequence Chart is easy, and doesn't need such apparatus. Just de�ne the globalstate as the collection of positions of the program counters of the processes, and follow through theBasic MSC from the start state to see how the processes may progress (an easy example is given in[LL94]). This process is trivial for the example they give in Figure 3. Mauw and Reniers prefer tode�ne process algebra and state-operator axioms, and use these axioms to calculate a term which



2 P. B. Ladkin and S. Leuedenotes essentially the same thing. The question is: why? The size of the resulting term appearsto be of similar complexity as the entire state-transition calculation itself. But the state-transitioncalculation doesn't require the use of 24 axioms and a Plotkin semantics.So we queried Mauw on his approach. He said that his semantics \does not give the set of allowabletraces. It gives a process algebra term which can be interpreted in any model of the theory, includingbisimulation semantics and trace semantics" [Mau94]. (Which theory he is referring to is unclear.)This puzzled us, since it suggests that Mauw believes, contrary to what he suggests and illustratesin the paper, that the process algebra term is something other than a simple description of theinterleavings of atomic send and receive actions. By way of clari�cation, he added \there are�ner semantics too, which for example allow you to test if the moment of choice is respected inyour implementation, or if the deadlock behavior is respected [..]." [Mau94]. However, there is nosuch object as a `moment of choice' in an MSC, and deadlock behavior is represented in the usualway in the collection of global states and transitions.We believe the main purpose of a semantics is to de�ne for each MSC the set of possible allowedorderings of atomic actions, which for MSCs are the send and receive actions of individualprocesses. Mauw and Reniers have not explained what their idea of a \�ner semantics" amountsto. A reasonable comparison hinges on Mauw and Renier clarifying the apparent confusion betweenwhat they say and show in the paper, and what they say in correspondence.(If representing traces by a process algebra term has an advantage over compact representationsof the global state space, Mauw has given no indication of what that might be. There are manycompacti�cation schemes available for global state space representations, see for example [CK91,LS92, BP93]. Most of the existing practical analysis tools for telecommunications systems, e.g.,[Hol91], use state space interpretations, as do commercial MSC tools such as those provided byVerilog.)� Thirdly, Mauw and Reniers claim to be able to give a \complete algebraic semantics for MessageSequence Charts" [MR94, Section 1]. We don't see how this can be so. The MSC standard includesconditions, which are to be used to `join' MSCs, in such a way that di�erent MSCs may describeconsecutive parts of the same system execution. (Basic MSCs do not include conditions, whichsimpli�es things considerably.) However, Mauw notes that he \[does] not consider the compositionof MSCs with conditions. It is recognised by the ITU study group that one needs explicit composi-tion operators for combining MSCs." [Mau94]. We do agree with Mauw that unrestricted use ofconditions in MSCs are problematic. For example, they seem to imply the existence of unboundedglobal shared variables containing the complete control history of each process [LL95]. However,the current MSC standard does not restrict the use of conditions to unproblematic cases. Untilit does, it is hard to see how Mauw and Reniers, or anybody else, can claim to be able to givea \complete algebraic semantics for Message Sequence Charts". [LL92] de�nes a composition ofMSCs by means of conditions, insofar as we believe it can be done.In summary,Mauw and Reniers have presented a semantics in terms of process algebra and Plotkinrules for Basic Message Sequence Charts, relying on a textual representation which does not correspondwith the Charts. They have shown how to use this algebraic apparatus to calculate a term representingthe set of allowed temporal interleavings of sends and receives, but have not demonstrated theadvantage of their method over a simple calculation of global states. Mauw and Reniers have notprovided any justi�cation for considering a `�ner semantics' than the interleavings of atomic sendand receives, and their paper belies that any such �ner semantics underlies their e�ort. They alsoclaim to be giving a `complete algebraic semantics' for MSCs, but until the problems with the use ofconditions as de�ned by the standard are resolved, we don't believe this is technically feasible.We are also concerned by Mauw and Reniers's characterisation of our work, which suggests they
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